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German mechanical tin bird with key.

406 Framed sampler dated 1922.
$15 - $30

$25 - $50

407 Hobby horse.
$20 - $40

$100 - $200

Lot # 408

408 Aquatint in colours signed John Brunsdon, 12" x
18", "Fairway of Wentworth Golf Club".

$100 - $150

403 African carved wooden chess set.

409 19th century sword rapier.
$20 - $30

$25 - $50

410 Seeburg jukebox with 45 r.p.m. records and play
consoles.

$500 - $700

401

Lot # 411

411 "Ride Sandy Ride" coin operated horse ride circa
1950's, works on American dimes.

$750 - $1,500

404 Grace Putnam bisque headed "Bye Lo Baby" baby
doll circa 1920's, length 13 in.

412 Steiff 1909 replica beige mohair limited edition
teddy bear numb. 827/5000,l.24".

$40 - $60

$30 - $60

413 1940's table top pinball game.
$50 - $100

Very large vintage "Erector" set.

Lot # 414

414 Coloured drawing signed E.Winder, 9 1/2 in. x 13
1/2 in., "The Seven Dwarves at Work".

$50 - $75

402

405

415 Large Steiff white mohair teddy bear, length 32 in.
$50 - $100

Lot with six Beatrix Potter books and a Victory
Wood Jig-Saw Puzzle of Spitfires in Flight.

$20 - $30

Box lead soldiers-Indian in red uniforms(11).

Lot # 418

418 Box lead soldiers painted by E.G. Mack-Cameron
Highlanders with honour guard(17).

$50 - $75

$25 - $50

419 Box with Indian trumpeters and soldiers(12).
$25 - $50

Lot # 416

Lot # 420

420 Box with guard-musicians and mounted officer.
$25 - $50

Lot # 417

Lot # 421

421 Box lead soldiers on horse painted by E.G.Mack-
Imperial Cadet Corps Indian(4).

$25 - $50

417

Lot # 422

422 Two boxes lead soldiers-Shan Retainers with
parasols and gong(D 56),(7).

$25 - $50

Box lead soldiers painted by E.G. Mack-workers
with officers(13).

Lot # 423

423 Two boxes lead soldiers-standing navy with
officers(17).

$50 - $75

$25 - $50

416



Box of standing British soldiers- blue jackets(9).

426 Box of mounted Indian soldiers on horses(7).
$25 - $50

$25 - $50

427 Box with misc. painted toy soldiers, street lights
and books.

$25 - $50

Lot # 424

428 Box lead soldiers on horse painted by
E.G.Mack(11).

$25 - $50

Lot # 425

Lot # 429

429 Box with General Officers in landau(D59).
$50 - $75

425

Lot # 430

430 Set of mounted toy lancers with box(9).
$30 - $60

Two boxes lead soldiers-Madras
Miners/Sappers(12).

431 Coca-Cola cooler.
$100 - $200

$25 - $50

424

$25 - $50

Lot # 432

Lot # 436

436 Pair of Dutch antique skates-circa 1890.
$25 - $50

Lot # 433

437 Canadian Made rubber Mickey Mouse Fire Dept.
toy truck.

$10 - $20

433

438 Steiff Snap limited edition 1908 replica teddy bear
in box numb,122/ 5000, len.7 in.

$25 - $50

Victorian inlaid walnut sewing/games table.

439 Vintage tambourine.
$10 - $15

$400 - $600

440 "Toys" Birks music box.
$15 - $30

432 Older British teddy bear-tan with brown eyes,
"growler", length 23in.

441 Japanese tin train.
$20 - $30

434 Model yacht "Lindenza".

442 Set of chess men.
$200 - $300

$50 - $100

443 Lionel model train engine and tender.
$30 - $60

$40 - $60

444 Vintage "Erector" full set.
$50 - $100

Lot # 435

445 Pair of Australian vintage teddy bears with pink
hats c.1930's, length 20 in.

$50 - $75

435 The Toy Tinkers Inc. row boat toy, length 10 1/2
in.



Pickles doll with box.

447

Lot # 450

450 Hermann Spielwaren "Red Baron" teddy bear with
flying jacket and helmut, length 15 in. no.258E.

$40 - $60

Dutch model garage.

Lot # 451

451 Merry Thought vintage musical bunny-tea for Two,
height 16 in.

$40 - $60

$20 - $40

452 British early golden beige mohair teddy bear,
length 18 in.

$25 - $50

$20 - $30

453 Canadian made stuffed lynx.
$20 - $40

448 Canadian made stuffed lynx.

454 Pair of Ladies roller skates.
$15 - $30

$20 - $40

Lot # 455

455 Volkswagen peddle car, Reliable Toy Co. Limited.
$200 - $400

446

456 Colour print after LeRoy Neiman "Golfers".
$75 - $125

449 Ultimate soldier tiger tank model.

457 Two model "nutcrackers" and two "bon homme"
figures.

$20 - $30

$10 - $20

Lot # 461

461 Steiff Disney signed limited edition teddy bear-
"Dawn of the New Century" numb.106/2000.

$40 - $60

Lot # 458

462 Margaret Steiff replica 1902/3 mohair growler
teddy bear, length 16 in.

$30 - $50

459

463 Lot of Rivarossi model train cars with boxes.
$50 - $100

Steiff Classic Series limited edition mohair teddy
bear numb.379- Growler.

464 Four Tyco HO train cars with boxes.
$15 - $30

$40 - $60

465 Autoharp with box.
$40 - $60

458 Classic 1930's Chiltern teddy bear with old label,
length 18 in.

466 Reuben (rust/red) teddy bear, length 16 in.
$30 - $50

460 Russ Berrie & Co. Bradford teddy bear, length 14
in.

Lot # 467

467 Merrythought vintage Cheeky teddy bear, length
14 in.

$40 - $60

$25 - $50

Lot # 468

468 German Grimm bear made by Adelheid,
"Cordula", length 14 1/2 in.

$30 - $60

$30 - $60



473 4 boxes of model train misc.
$25 - $50

470

474 Box of electric racing set.
$15 - $30

Limited edition Hermann German Clown Bear
numbered 97/500, length 17 in.

475 Large Gebruder-Hermann brown mohair growler
teddy bear, length 34 in.

$50 - $100

$30 - $60

Lot # 476

476 June Bears(June Vogel) long tan mohair teddy
bear-1999, length 20 in.

$30 - $60

$25 - $50

477 English Merry Thought stuffed elephant with cloth
label, height 9 inches.

$25 - $50

471 Lot of model train rtack.

478 Line Six footswitch.
$20 - $30

$25 - $50

479 Bugle - (Hunting Horn).
$15 - $30

469

480 Two boxes with model train cars.
$15 - $30

472 European Looneytunes leather satchel

Lot # 481

481 Steiff limited edition white teddy bear-Mister
Vanilla numbered 307/ 1000, length 10 in.

$40 - $60

$10 - $20

482 Nesbitt Disney teddy bear with pin signed Jack
Wilson, length 14 in.

$30 - $50

Merrythought vintage Cheeky musical teddy bear,
length 15 in.

Lot # 470

Steiff teddy bear numbered 0155/42- tan mohair
growler, length 15 in.

484

Lot # 487

487 Steiff classic series light peach mohair teddy bear,
length 15 in.

$50 - $75

Merrythought black "Golliwog" style doll, length 18
in.

488 Steiff "Sailor" teddy bear.
N/A 

$15 - $30

Lot # 489

489 Steiff "Alfonzo" teddy bear.
$25 - $50

$30 - $60

Lot # 490

490 Hermann limited edition teddy bear numbered
273/500 USA edition- Rapunzel, len.12 in.

$30 - $60

485 British Dean's Nisbet teddy "Rockwell" bear,
length 16 in.

491 Small box of teddy bears and dolls.
$10 - $20

$30 - $50

Lot # 492

492 Box with collection of lead soldiers (approx. 21).
$50 - $100

483

493 Lot of model train track.
$25 - $50

486 Steiff 1913 replica circus dolly teddy bear, length
11 inches.

494 Cloth knitted "Golliwog" doll, length 18 in., circa
1950's.

$15 - $30

$25 - $50



$25 - $50

4 boxes of model train misc.

500 Steiff classic series teddy bear- grey 1907 growler
replica, length 14 in.

$30 - $60

$25 - $50

501 Tonka "Rescue Truck".
$25 - $50

$25 - $50

502 Two boxes with model train cars.
$15 - $30

497 Large German made plush gorilla.

503 Small beige/white teddy bear, length 11 in.
$20 - $30

$25 - $50

Lot # 504

504 R. John Wright "Winnie the Pooh" teddy bear with
"hunny" pot.

$25 - $50

495

505 Older German teddy bear.
$20 - $40

498 Hermann Nicky Yes No teddy bear numbered 884,
length 12 in.

Lot # 506

506 Hermann Sonneberg limited edition Museum's
mohair teddy bear numb.394/ 500,len.18in.

$50 - $75

$25 - $50

Lot # 507

507 Hermann limited edition teddy bear- Professor
Higgins numb.457/500E, length 15in.

$40 - $60

Oil on canvas "Hockey Game".

508 Merrythought limited edition Cheeky teddy bear
numbered 231/500, length 16 in.

$25 - $50

496

499 Merrythought 1940's vintage teddy bear-Cheeky,
height 11 in.

515 Box with Lionel model train cars and track, etc.
$20 - $30

$30 - $60

516 Plush pink flamingo.
$20 - $30

511 Margaret Steiff 1904 replica tan mohair teddy bear
numbered 0155/32, length 12 in.

517 Porcelain angel.
$15 - $30

$30 - $50

518 Victorian metal doll.
$50 - $100

509

519 Dean's Rag Book Company limited edition teddy
bear-Chandler,numb.15/ 25,length 12 in.

$25 - $50

512 Small Steiff teddy bear with red ribbon.

520 AM doll with kid body.
$75 - $100

$15 - $30

521 German tin headed doll with composition lower
arms & legs, circa 1930's,l.9 in.

$10 - $20

Early English teddy bear circa 1915, length 18 in.

522 AM doll with composition body.
$75 - $125

510

513

523 Cathy Lynn Forcino white teddy bear, length 13 in.
$30 - $50

Steiff limited edition apricot mohair Disney 2000
growler teddy bear numb.187/1500,l.12".

Lot # 524

524 Box with five sets of Indian toy soldiers painted by
E.G.Mack(43).

$50 - $75

$30 - $50

North American Bear Co. tan teddy bear designed
by Barbara Isenberg, length 20 in.

525 Beige mohair teddy bear-Nonny, length 20 in.
$30 - $50

526 Hermann limited edition teddy bear numbered
179/500-tan mohair, length 11 in.

$30 - $60

514 Cathy Forcino Artist Bear-grey mohair, length 11
in.

527 Steiff pony, height 4 3/4 in.
$10 - $15

$25 - $50

528 White fur "bunny doll" with bisque face and hands,
length 16 in.

$25 - $50

$25 - $50



535 Lot of Penco model train cars in boxes.
$50 - $75

$75 - $125

536 Box of three dolls.
$15 - $30

531 Heidi Steiner Bears teddy bear, length 17 in.

537 Two organizer trays with model train misc.
$25 - $50

$30 - $50

538 6 boxes of model train misc.
$50 - $75

529

539 Lot of Bachmann model train cars in boxes.
$50 - $100

532 Vintage Teddy Bear.

540 Chess set with board.
$50 - $75

$25 - $50

541 Cased trumpet.
$25 - $50

Box with three model train engines and tenders
with three other engines.

542 Vintage wind-up Teddy Bear.
$25 - $50

530

533

543 Mantua model train engine and Canadian National
tender.

$20 - $30

Lot of Mantua model train cars in boxes.

544 Italian model train engine and Canadian National
tender.

$20 - $30

$50 - $100

Motorized model submarine.

545 Six toys including Corgi, Matchbox, Lesney. etc.
$20 - $30

Lot # 546

546 Two boxes lead soldiers-3 horse & rider,one horse
and soldier with flag(5).

$25 - $50

534 Lot of model train equipment.

547 Set of vintage German playing cards.
$10 - $15

$20 - $30

548 Bagatelle board game with balls and stick.
$25 - $50

$25 - $50

552 Steiff replica rod teddy bear, length 20 in.
$50 - $75

Lot # 549

553 Vintage doll pram with two bears and two dolls.
$30 - $60

Lot # 550

554 Radio Shack RC Firefighter boat with remote.
$15 - $30

550

Lot # 555

555 Steiff mohair ltd.ed. F.A.O. Scharz teddy bear
numbered 189/1000 with box.

$25 - $50

Hermann limited edition teddy bear numbered
356/2000-grey/white growler with 19 in.

556 Wooden sled.
$10 - $20

$30 - $60

557 5 boxes of model train misc.
$25 - $50

549 Heidi Steiner Bears orange/brown cat with long tail
and bird, length 20 in.

558 Three boxes of model train cars.
$25 - $50

551 British The Dean's/Gwentoy panda bear, length 20
in.

559 Small box of toys including black bisque doll.
$40 - $60

$25 - $50

560 Small vintage Teddy Bear.
$20 - $30

$40 - $60



$50 - $75

$75 - $150

564 Lot of "Barbies" and clothes.
$20 - $40

Lot # 561

Lot # 565

565 Box with outside diorama including figures-
pheasants and Britains trees.

$50 - $75

562

Lot # 566

566 Lionel "O" gauge train set with 027 engine &
tender-7 cars, track and transformer.

$150 - $300

Two Dutch wooden puzzles.

Lot # 567

567 Mouton Cadet box with toy animals- mostly
Britains(11).

$25 - $50

$10 - $20

568 Box with four model train engines and a tender.
$25 - $50

561 Box with mounted band(musical ride) of The
Second Dragoon Guards and attendants(18).

Lot # 569

569 Box with Maharajas of Mysore and Baroda on
elephants with trees and attendants.

$75 - $150

Lot # 563

570 Older Steiff stuffed cat, overall length 12 in.
$20 - $30

563 Box with misc. French soldiers including donkeys
and gun(21).

$25 - $50

$40 - $60

Lot # 577

577 Pair of Ballard Bears Bear Co. 1905 replica teddy
bears-Ludwig & Queen Marie,l.17"&16".

$50 - $75

$20 - $30

578 Three organizers of model train misc.
$25 - $50

573 Box with five model train CN engines.

579 Box of misc. with toy Dinky cars.
$20 - $40

$50 - $75

580 Playskool blocks with cart.
$5 - $10

571

580A Skate board.
$10 - $15

574 Box with six model train engines.

580B Large Vermont teddy bear.
$25 - $50

$50 - $75

Lot # 581

581 Chiltern 1930's vintage apricot mohair teddy bear,
height 24 in.

$50 - $75

Lot of metal model air planes.

582 3 boxes with model train cars and misc. including
American Flyer.

$20 - $30

572

575

583 2 boxes of model train misc.
$25 - $50

Box with British colours presentation guard(7).

584 Quadrilla modern building blocks.
$10 - $20

$25 - $50

Steiff alpaca Benjamin Bunny, height 8 inches.

585 Mulbeary's Kathy Mullin beige fluffy mohair teddy
bear, length 22 in.

$50 - $75
586 German Hermann Original mohair teddy bear,

length 18 in.
$25 - $50

576 Box with Navy band(9).



$15 - $30

594 Lot of toys and dolls.
$20 - $30

589 Gloria Swanson fashion doll.

595 Two camel ornaments.
$15 - $30

$40 - $60

596 Yugoslavian model train engine and Canadian
National tender.

$25 - $50

587

597 Italian Canadian Pacific engine and tender.
$20 - $30

590 Cathy Forcino curly mohair teddy bear, length 18
in.

598 Mantua model train engine and tender.
$20 - $30

$25 - $50

599 Japanese model train engine and tender.
$20 - $30

Georgene Novelties NYC Raggedy Ann doll circa
1947, length 22 in.

600 Five lead figures on horseback.
$10 - $15

588

591

601 Lionel model train engine and an American Flyer
engine.

$30 - $60

Chess set.

602 Two boxes of standing Indian soldiers with
lances(12).

$25 - $50

$10 - $20

Doll pram.

Lot # 603

603 Box with French lancers and Duke of
Connaught(7).

$25 - $50
604 Box with two Lionel American Flyer model train

engines and tenders.
$30 - $60

592 5 boxes of model train misc.

605 Hong Kong model train engine and Pennsylvania
tender.

$20 - $30

$25 - $50

606 Yugoslavian engine and Southern Pacific tender.
$20 - $30

$25 - $50

607 Italian Canadian Pacific engine and tender.
$25 - $50

593 Nisbet Limited Edition 1977 Queen's Silver Jubilee
teddy bear numbered 60.

608 Two Cox Ontario Northern train engines.
$20 - $30

$25 - $50


